Prom a tandem duplication mutant of phage P2, triplication, quadruplication and pentuplication forms were derived. They were recognized by decreased virion heat stability resulting from the increase in DNA content, and were confirmed by electron microscope heteroduplex mapping. These forms of partially repeated DNA are quite stable in P2 because of the low level of recombination typical of this phage. Under conditions normally employed for full DNA renaturation, these high order repeat chromosomes gave often incomplete renaturation over the repeated segments. Based on current models for DNA renaturation, several predictions were made and tested. The results, although not quantitatively exhaustive, indicated that base pairing proceeding from a nucleation site was sufficiently slow to allow a second nucleation to occur with a fair probability over a length of a few thousand base pairs.
INTRODUCTION
The temperate bacteriophage P2 (host: Eseherichia coli) is characterized by an extremely low rate of genetic recombination. While this property remains unexplained, it allows the isolation in P2 of certain chromosome rearrangements that would be rapidly eliminated through recombination in most other biological materials. We describe here the isolation of tandem tri-, quadru-, and pentuplications from a previous-(2 3) ly studied v ' ' duplication, the mutant P2 vir37. These repeat containing forms of DNA may be used to study the mechanism of DNA annealing:
some evidence in support of multiple nucleation events is presented.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Bacteriophages and bacteria. The bacteria used were derivatives of (4) E. coli 0, the phages of P2. All were previously described: ' am310 is a mutation isolated in P2 1^ treated with hydroxylamine: reconstitution experiments showed that this mutation affects a tail gene. P2 tsO2 lg? dell was a recombinant from a cross between P2 tsO2 viri amA127 (itself recombinant from P2 tsO2 old17 X P2 vir1 amA127) and P2 lg_ am3iO dell (itself recombinant from P2 l£ am310 X P2 l£ c15 dell). The point mutation Ig* 6 ' is laborious to score; being irrelevant in the present context, it will be disregarded henceforth. The previously described vir37 duplication will be here more precisely specified as vir37 (2) , to distinguish it from higher order repeats, vir37(3), etc.
For media, high titer phase preparations, phage crosses (all employing ultraviolet light to increase the recombination frequency), and (4) buoyant density measurements of phage in CsCl gradients, see ref.
Electron microscopy. DNA heteroduplex preparation, specimen preparation for electron microscopy, and other technical details have been described " The homoduplex preparation was made following ref.
, at about (T m -30)°C which gives about 50 % renaturation in one hour. Merck (pro analysi) formamide (A270 = 0.14) was used in the renaturation mixture to a final concentration of 50 %. The pH of the renaturation mixture was 8.9. (in a separate experiment, the pH of the mixture was followed for 20 days; the measured variation was within 0.1 units). At different time points, an aliquot was removed and diluted 10 x into ice cold 0.02 M NaCl with 0.005 M EDTA (pH 8.0) and dialysed for 20 hours at 4°C against the same solution.
DNA length measurements are all given in % of wild type P2 DNA length (33,018 base pairs' 9 ').
The heat stability of phage was measured by exposing one ml samples in Pyrex tubes to the desired temperature, in a waterbath, for 10 minutes. The tubes were in ice to start with, and were returned to ice at the end of the treatment. The phages were either (A) dilutions (3 X 10 8 phages/ml or less) in SSC (0.15 M NaCl, 0.015 M Na-citrate, pH 7.0) of freshly made and purified preparations, or (B) suspensions of a single plaque (freshly grown overnight at 30°C on LB agar and indicator bacteria C-1757) in 2 ml cold SSC, exposed to chloroform, and promptly centrifuged, to remove bacteria and agar: the supernatant, collected with a fine tip pipette, was then diluted tenfold in SSC. The heat treated phage were later titered to determine survival S relative to the original titer. Regression lines of logS versus temperature were calculated in the S range of 10~1 to 1O~4. Over that range, the experimental points for each phage were found to approximate a straight line. As expected from previous evidence^4' 1 >11 » 12 ' 1^' , the shorter the DUA molecule, the higher the heat stability of the phage particle. The slopes of such lines became progressively steeper as phages with higher stabilities were used, until an upper stability limit, invariant with DKA size, was reached,. Details of these findings will be published later.
Isolation of presumptive triplication, quadruplication and pentuplication from P2 vir37. The dell deletion (7.3 % of the P2 chromosome) was coupled to vir37(2) by crossing P2 vir37(2) amA127 to P2 tsO2 lg?
dell. The vir37(2) dell recombinant was irradiated with ultraviolet light (17 lethal hits: probably an unnecessarily high dose) and used to infect C-1a bacteria at 30°C at a total multiplicity of 2.4» The progeny phage were spun to equilibrium in a CsCl density gradient together with a density marker. Drop fractions were collected and plated for phage. Some 2,300 plaques originating from a fraction at a density slightly above that expected of a P2 vir37(3) dell were picked in SSC and tested for heat stability at 53°C for 3 hours, by replication. Two plaques were possibly less stable than the majority: one of these was assumed to be the sought recombinant vir37(3) dell, and was used in further studies.
Next, the de!2 deletion (6.1 %) was coupled to vir37(3) dell, as follows. First a recombinant de!2 lg dell was obtained from a cross P2 de!2 lg_ X P2 tsL37 lg dell : the progeny of this cross was banded in CsCl density gradient, and fractions of density between 1.415 and 1.420
were used as inoculum for a phage lysate at 30°C. This lysate was banded in CsCl together with _lg_ vir22 dell as density marker and fractions on the low density side were plated on C-1100 bacteria to recognize the dell phenotype. Phage from several turbid, dell plaques were used to lysogenize C-1a bacteria, and these cultures were tested for the fun character (a phenotype of de!2). (Later we found that the presence of de!2 can be more easily recognized by measuring restriction by the RI (1 f actor ). One of the fun phages was kept, as the sought P2 de!2 lg_ dell, and crossed to P2 vir37(3) dell. The progeny was exposed to 53°C for 3 hours in SSC; among the surviving, clear plaque forming phages several showed the low RI restriction typical of de!2. One of these, later shown to be the sought P2 de!2 lg vir37(3) dell, was used in further studies.
This last phage was irradiated with ultraviolet light (2 lethal hits) and used to infect C-1757 bacteria at 30°C at a total multiplici-ty of 13. Prom the progeny, 425 plaques were picked in SSC and tested for heat stability at 65°C for 3 hours by replication: one plaque that seemed less heat stable than the majority type was tentatively identified as the quadruplication, P2 de!2 lg_ vir37(4) dell.
The process was repeated with this last isolate (3 lethal hits, total multiplicity 6): 450 progeny plaques were tested at 53°C for 3 hours, and one appeared to be less stable than the others. It was later identified as the pentuplication, P2 de!2 lg_ vir37(5) dell.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We recall the properties of P2 vir37 , or, more precisely, cation carrying phage, by an analogous process, it should be possible to obtain higher order repeats. We expected these phage forms to have the same biological properties as the original duplication mutant, including the capacity to revert to the wild type through recombination.
Since they would possess more DNA per particle, phages carrying higher order repeats should be recognizable by their higher densities and by their lower heat stabilities. The latter property was used in a semiquantitative way to recognize these forms at isolation. Because of the low stability of forms with DNA in excess of the wild type, we first introduced compensating deletions. The isolation procedure used is described in detail in Material and Methods. The types obtained are listed in Table 1 , as are their heat stabilities, precisely determined as described in Material and Methods.
In order to establish the DNA amounts present in these derivatives of vir57 from the heat stability data, a reference curve was constructed using a set of other P2 derivatives carrying various combinations of deletions, whose sizes had been previously determined by electron microscopy ( Figure 1 ). It can be seen ( Table 1 ) that the DNA sizes thus established correspond very well with those suspected from the rough stability tests applied during the isolation of the strains. The average length for the unit repeat from the five determinations (Table 1) is between 2.6 and 2.8 % of the wild type DNA.
The conclusions presented above were confirmed by an electron microscopical study of DNA heteroduplexes. First, heteroduplexes between P2 dell and P2 de!2 vir37 (4) For derivation and presumptive vir37 repeat order (in parentheses), see Material and Methods.
Heat stability, experimentally determined in the same way as the values in the ordinates of Figure 1 , with type A (see Material and Methods) phage suspensions.
Calculated from Cg using the reference curve of Figure 1 . Wild type P2 is taken as 100 %,
In percentage of wild type after accounting for the size of the deletions present.
Excess DNA divided by the number of copies of the vir37 segment expected to be present in excess of one, i.e. of wild type.
Independent determinations, based on one survival point, determined at a temperature near °C fi , and assuming a slope (log survival vs. temperature) identical to that of the nearest standard curve. For each genotype, the C g value given is the average obtained for four type B (see Material and Methods) phage suspensions.
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Figure 1
Reference curve showing dependence of heat stability of P2 phage particles on their DNA content. Abscissa: Percentage of P2 wild type DNA deleted (negative values) or present in excess in the various P2 strains used. Ordinate: Heat stability index °C(,, temperature at which the given phage (suspended in SSC) is inactivated to a survival of 2.5 X 10~3 (6 lethal hits) in 10 minutes. The slope for the straight part of the curve, °C^ as a function of percentage ADNA, is -2.196, with a value of 5O.29°C for wild type DNA (A = 0). The phages used to establish this curve, in order from left to right, were: P2 vir37(2), wild type, P2 vir79, P2 de!6 vir79, P2 vir22, P2 de!2, P2 dell, P2 de!2 de!3, and P2 de!2 dell. The DNA amounts removed by the various deletions (from observations published elsewhere) are (in percentage of wild type P2 DNA): 7.3 for dell, 6.1 for de!2, 2.5 for de!3, 2.1 for de!6, 4.6 for vir22, and 1.1 for vir79. The vir37(4) loop size was determined with respect to de!2 size and was found to be 7.34 % of P2 length. The expected loop size, based on the length of the segment duplicated in vir37(2), ought to be 3 X 2.1 % = 8=1 %. This is not very far from the observed value.
In the same experiment, 4 molecules did not show the de!2 loop, but had two smaller loops in the vir37 region. These are interpreted as homoduplexes with the two vir37(4) segments out of phase. Size, position and separation of the two loops were consistent with this interpretation. The recovery of such molecules suggests that approach to equilibrium in annealing was rather slow (see below).
In a second experiment, heteroduplexes between P2 de!2 vir37 (4) dell and P2 de!2 vir37(5) dell were examined. For maximal DNA renaturation one ought to expect here one loop, of unit size (2.7 % of P2 chromosome) with a position variable over a segment 4 X 2.7 % = 10.8 % long.
This was in fact the type of heteroduplex observed in more than half of the cases ( Table 2 ). The position of the loop varied between 78.1 and 87.3 % from the left (in terms of wild type DNA length), in good agreement with the presumed structure of the phages used in the experiment.
Other types of looped molecules were also observed. Some could be interpreted as incompletely renatured heteroduplexes of order (4)/(5).
They are listed in Table 2 , and will be discussed later on. It should be noted that one of the types observed, a heteroduplex with two loops, of lengths 3 and 4 units, symbolized as 1L +1L , could not possibly be interpreted as a heteroduplex involving repeats of order less than 4 and 5, nor as a homoduplex, and this again confirms the presumed structure of these phages.
Still other types of molecules in the same experiment (not included in Table 2 ) could not be interpreted as heteroduplexes of order (4)/(5).
They were: 4 of type 2L , 2 of type 2L , and 1 of type 2L . These types may be expected to form in incompletely annealed homoduplexes of repeat order 4 or 5 (see below). In addition, 1 molecule of type 1L was observed: this type could be explained only if some rare phages of genotype vir37(2), vir37(3), vir37(6) or vir37 (7) were present in the preparations used. Such types could originate, albeit infrequently in P2, through recombination within one of the parent phage stocks.
The electron microscopical observations reported above confirmed the genetic structures predicted from the heat stability data. The fact that a variety of looped structures, both among heteroduplexes and presumed homoduplexes, could be observed, suggested that additional analysis of the data and new observations on homoduplexes may give some interesting indication on the mechanism of DNA renaturation and branch Table 2 Types of heteroduplexes formed between tandem quadruplication and pentuplication DNA. ( ) Calculated for a total of 22 molecules, assuming a single, randomly distributed, primary nucleation per duplex molecule (see text). Considering the two sets of 4 and 5 repeats, there are 4x5 possible ways of repeat involvement in a nucleation. Of these, 8 may be seen to produce a 1L heteroduplex, 6 a 1L +1L , 4 a 1L +1L , and 2 a 1Ii_ + 1L . The 1L type is also produced by all primary nucleations within the unique sequence, which are expected to be m/(m+20u), or 61 % of the total (see text). ( ) Calculated (for a total of 22 molecules) for the theoretical case of exactly two nucleations occurring between the two interacting strands and within the set of repeats. There are (4x5) possible combinations with regard to the repeats involved, and they were enumerated. Of these, 120 were of the "overlapping" type (see text), and were removed from the tally. In 141 other combinations, the two nucleations involved two repeats in the one strand, but only one in the other: these combinations were assumed to have 0.5 probability of being "overlapping", and were correspondingly weighted in the calculation. The case considered here is obviously artificial and is used only for comparison. A current model of DNA renaturation postulates that randomlydistributed nucleation events (when short homologous stretches from two complementary single strands first meet and form a duplex segment) are rate limiting, and that the ensuing zipping process occurs very rapidly, spreading to the ends of the molecules (model i). In general, one nucleation event per duplex formed would be sufficient. More complicated is the formation of a maximally annealed heteroduplex from two single strands that are fully complementary except for an internal short segment. In this case at least two nucleations, one on each side of the odd segment, are required, and an application of model I would distinguish between the primary nucleation and one or more secondary nucleations, presumably occurring after all possible annealing stemming from the primary nucleation has taken place.
In another model of DNA renaturation^ ' ' the primary nucleation is not necessarily the rate limiting step: zipping may be sufficiently slow for several nucleations to take place between the two interacting complementary strands before annealing is completed (model II).
Some features of the two models can be tested in the renaturation of partially repetitious DNA of the kind described here. Although in what follows the case of denaturation and renaturation of homogeneous, partially repeated DNA (as in the experiment to be described later) is discussed in particular, similar considerations apply as well to the heteroduplex case (for example, to the data of Table 2 ).
In the course of renaturation of fully complementary, partially repeated DNA, the primary nucleation would be expected to occur with predictable frequency between two homologous sequences having different locations within the set of repeats. Such pairings will be said to be "out-of-step". According to model I, zipping will proceed until it reaches a point at the limit between repeated and unique sequences. Two secondary nucleations in the unique sequences, one on each side of the repeated set, will be necessary to complete duplex formation. The homoduplexes thus obtained will show two loops of equal size at the ends of the repeated set ("strangled" loops), provided loop migration , which ought to eliminate the loops as equilibrium is approached, is sufficiently slow. No homoduplexes with more than two loops can be produced by this mechanism. According to model II, instead, homoduplexes with three loops will be formed whenever two nucleations of the out-of-step type, both in respect to the unique sequences and to each other, occur.
While the frequency of two-looped homoduplexes cannot generally be predicted here, it could be used to calculate the frequency of three-looped homoduplexes, under certain assumptions. The loops would not be necessarily strangled at formation, because in this model other, in-step nucleations may occur before much annealing takes place. Some calculations are exemplified below.
If n is the number of adjacent repeats of a unit segment of u base pairs, and m is the number of base pairs in the non-repeated part of the DNA molecule, the total length of the molecule may be expressed as m+nu.
According to model I, of all the possible types of primary, base-withbase encounters between the two complementary single strands of DNA, m+nu will allow nucleation and complete annealing to reform a simple duplex molecule, whereas n(n-i)u other encounters will be out-of-step and will give rise to two strangled loops. The expected frequency of such homoduplexes in the absence of loop migration will be n(n-i)u / [m+nu+n(n-1)u]. The size of the loops will vary discretely, in steps of u, from (n-i)u to u, and so will the intervening duplex segment from u to (n-i)u. The expected frequency distribution of loop sizes can be easily calculated: for n=5, loops of sizes 4u, 3u, 2u, and u will be in the proportions 1 : 2 : 3 : 4.
In P2 de!2 vir37(5) dell, n=5, u=892 base pairs (2.7 % of the wild type P2 chromosome), and m=27,7OO base pairs (wild type P2 DNA reduced by the lengths of dell , de!2, and u). The expected frequency of (two--looped) homoduplexes among all annealed molecules is then 36 %* Within model II, the frequency of homoduplexes will vary as a function of the average number of out-of-step nucleations, x, per duplex formed. One can then ask if out-of-step nucleations occur in the same duplex independently of each other. In that case, for reasonably large n and small x, out-of-step nucleations may be thought -in first approximation -to follow a Poisson distribution. The frequency of two-looped homoduplexes (that is, molecules with one out-of-step nucleation) will be xe X , and that of duplexes with two out-of-step nucleations will be x 2 e~X/2. For x=0.3, the former will be 0.22 and the latter 0.033. Not all combinations of two out-of-step nucleations will lead however to a three-looped homoduplex. The random coil arrangement of single stranded DNA might well permit the formation, within the repeated part of the DNA, of "overlapping" pairs of nucleations, namely such that the bases involved in the one nucleation are to the left, along one strand, and to the right, along the other strand, in respect to the other nucleation. In principle, such pairs of nucleations would develop into looped knotty duplexes of difficult interpretation, but we shall imagine in what follows that these occurrences will not contribute to the class of three-looped homoduplexes. Only when the second out-of-step nucleation is also out-of-step in respect to the first, and is nof'overlapping", a three-looped homoduplex will be formed. For n=5, the proportion of all pairs of out-of-step nucleations that would give such result may be calculated by enumeration as 122/400( ). The approximate overall frequency of three-looped homoduplexes for x=0.3 and n=5 will then be 122/400 of 0.033, or about 1 %.
We now compare these a priori considerations with some experimental results.
A sample of P2 del2 vir37(5) dell DNA was denatured and allowed to reanneal under conditions expected to produce 50 % renaturation in one hour (see Material and Methods). The ionic strength of the solution-was between 0.1 and 0.2, assuming no ionic contribution from formamide.
Samples were removed for electron microscopy at 30, 60, and 90 minutes.
At all times, only about two thirds of the annealed molecules were simple duplexes, while the others showed single stranded loops at a position on the chromosome corresponding to vir37. A majority of the molecules could be completely traced and classified as homoduplex or heteroduplex molecules on the basis of number and size of single stranded loops present (Table 3 , columns 1 and 2). The rest were classified as ambiguous (Table 3, ( ) The enumeration consisted in classifying all possible out-of-step nucleations as to the repeats involved, and then scoring all combinations of two such nucleations for type of duplex they may be expected to produce. We wish to stress that the above calculation only exemplifies how one could interpret in first approximation the results to be presented. Other plausible hypotheses could be made concerning the outcome of "overlapping" pairs of nucleations. Also, the effect of in-step nucleations occurring within the set of repeats has not been taken into account in these calculations. Table 3 Classification of double stranded molecules in vir37 (5) ( ) Molecules with single stranded region at or near the vir37 location, but the single stranded DNA was not clearly laid out. Apparently these were homo-and heteroduplexes where the loops badly entangled with each other or with the nearby double stranded DNA. These could also include kinetically trapped molecules where the duplex formation was incomplete (see Figure 3 , c).
( ) Badly entangled molecules with apparently no single stranded region. ( ) In the calculation it is assumed that the ambiguous category consists of homo-and heteroduplexes in the same proportion as they occur in columns (1) and (2) . The denominator is the sum over columns (1) through (6).
( ) As in note ( ), but the total in the denominator has been reduced by the number of heteroduplexes.
( ) Ambiguous molecules are here assumed to be all heteroduplexes, and removed from the numerator. structures was about 5.6 % (Table 3) , which implies a 2.8 % frequency of such genetically altered phages in our preparation.
Homoduplex molecules with two, equal size, single stranded loops (Table 3 , column 1) were quite common. Because of the ambiguous molecules,the exact frequency of such homoduplexes could not be established, but it could be as low as 19 % or as high as 31 % (see Table 3 for details of the calculation). The frequency was lower in the 90 minute sample than in the first two samples, but the difference may not be significant. When the 90 minute sample was stored, after dialysis, for 10 days at 4°C, the frequency of homoduplexes was about 19 %• These homoduplexes were next analysed for loop size distribution and for loop position.
All theoretically possible loop sizes were observed. loop position was measured only in the 2L types, since these were most numerous, and the distance between the loops was expected to be greater than for the other types. Measurements of the distance between the two loops, and between the rightmost loop and the right end of the chromosome are shown in Figure 2 . If the two loops were at the extreme ends of the repeated region that was annealed (strangled loops), the expected distances would be those indicated by the arrows in the figure. Clearly few if any loops were of the strangled type.
The distribution of loop sizes did not seem to vary significantly in the various samples. Pooling the data, the four types 2L , 2I ? , 2L,, and 2L were observed in the following proportions 115 : 87 : 28 : 3.
Some molecules were observed that had two single stranded loops of unequal sizes (for example of the types L +L , L +L , L +L , and L +L ): these cannot obviously be homoduplexes, and were included in the heteroduplex category where they represent about one third of all molecules.
Finally, four molecules clearly showed three single stranded loops: three were of the type 2L +1L , and the other one was of the type L +L +L,< These were included in the homoduplex category, although they obviously could also be interpreted as heteroduplexes.
In terms of the annealing mechanisms considered, it is clear that the formation of three-looped molecules, whether homo-or heteroduplexes, requires two nucleations within the repeated part of the molecule. The same applies to the 31. type observed in the experiment of Table 2 One has then to make seemingly contradictory assumptions regarding the rate of branch migration to explain the data according to model I:
a slow rate to account for high frequency of recovery of homoduplexes, and a fast rate for rapid diffusion of the strangled loops.
On the whole, the observations presented here can be more easily understood on the basis of a form of model II. They indicate that secondary, out-of-step nucleations can occur in spite of the ordering effect of zipping, proceeding from the primary nucleation. It will probably be rewarding to extend these results to other sets of renaturation (1R1 conditions, with a view to varying the rate of zipping (a) shows two unit size loops; (b) shows two, two unit size loops; (c) shows a structure interpreted as two, four unit size loops, where the adjacent unique (i.e. non-repeated) sequences of the molecule are partially denatured, thereby enlarging the left loop (see the two lowest schematizations, where the molecule is somewhat straightened out, in one, and untangled, in the other, for easier identification of the strands) " Denatured regions in the unique segments of the molecules were infrequently seen in this study. The micrographs are not at the same magnification, nor are the tracings necessarily to scale.
